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Computer engineering senior Patrick Leydon, right, and electrical engineering senior Mike lanne design a digital clock in EE329.

Baker, Poly support Prop. 55
By Emily Wong
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

P

Baker
resident
Warren
announced C'al Poly’s support
tor Proposition 55 in .) press
conference Tluirsday. Baker also
revealc\l plans to
build a new
architecture and
c n st r uc t io n
in a n ,i e in e n t
huildinf»,
pur
chase equipment
for
the
Knjjineerinj’ IV
structure
and
K.'j:in desitjns Kir
a new science
Warren Baker
and math com
plex with the proposed Kmd money.
“I recojjnizc that the state is in dif
ficult times hut it is also time to think
about the future and the investments

we make for the youn^ people who are
comint’ tLTour dtHirstep,” Baker said.
Proposititm 55 will be put before
voters on the March 2 ballot. If
passed, it will be the second phase of
the Kindertiarten-University Public
Hducation Facilities l\md Act. The
first bond, Proposition 47, was passed,
with 59 percent of the vote, in
November 2002.
Proposition 47 provided $15.05
billion to K-12 and hit;her education
facilities fiTr the construction and
renovation of campuses statewide.
Proposition 55 is seeking an addition
al $12.5 billion to continue similar
developments.
“The
funding included
in
PropLFsition 55 for Cal Poly is essen
tial to our ability to maintain and
enhance our quality of education, and
continue to provide the margin of
excellence leaders of industry,

• Fix leaky roofs, repair broken
bathroom s
• Help make sure ch ild re n go to
school in safe b u ild in g s th a t
m eet earth q ua ke and fire stan
dards
• Build new local schools up and
d o w n th e state
• Ensure th a t fu n d s w ill o nly be
spent to repair o r b u ild schools,
n o t spent on bureaucracy or
waste
• Provide specific fu n d in g to
b u ild new schools in areas
w here classroom s are o ver
crow ded
• A llocate fun d s to colleges and
universities to m odernize
research facilitie s th a t h elp cre
ate jo b s and g ro w California's
e conom y
• Not raise taxes — P roposition
55 is a general o b lig a tio n b on d

— Official Voter
Information Guide
• SUPPORTERS •
California Taxpayers Association
American Institute of Architects,
California Council
California State PTA
Californians for Higher Education
The Regents of the University of
California
California State University Board of
Trustees
The Board of Governors of the
California Community Colleges
California School Boards Association
Cal Poly Alumni Association
Cal Poly Academic Senate
Allan Hancock College Board of
Trustees

Proposition 55 fund
allocation on the
__ Central Coast
$3 5 m illio n to Cal P

$12M
to C u ^ ^ a C o lle g e

fo r a com plete Ust. visit www.yesonSS.com

$1

• O P P O N E N TS •

to Allan'

Senator Rico Oiler, First
Senate District
The Secretary o f State's hom epa 9e lists
arguntents in favor o f and against Prop. SS.

m illio n to SLO C o u nty

w w w .votcrguide.ss.ca.gov/propositlons/
prop$S -argum ents.htm l

see PROP 55, page 2
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Roe V.Wade remembered
women’s rights when it comes to abortion," said
Tarra Tltompson, CLXTrdinator of Students for
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Cdioice and political science sophoim>re. “But
Black, red and white posters peacefully flut none of it has really F>een mainstreamed."
tered in the wind on Dexter Lawn Tlnirsday,
From 1982 to 2000, the numlx'r
hospitals
and their message was clear: Sttme people will providing aKirtions has decreascLl 57 {xrcent,
not giF back to the days when aKirtion was ille- while one in three WLmien will have an abortion
gal.
by the tinte they are 45 years old.
Students for Choice, a new club imt campus,
Tlie Roe V. Wade decision was based on a 5set up a “hanger atminemorative" in honor of 4 vote by the U.S. Supreme Court, which caus
the 51 -year anniversary of the Roe v. Wade case es some concern to those whiT favor aKirtion
that legalized akirtion.
rights.
Chalk reminders were spread thmugh cam
“Some judges are close to retiring, which
pus stating “Keep Rch; v. Wade alive" ;ind “Rik' makes this a possibly bigger issue. If sometTne
V. Wade, 51 years.”
were to come in who was anti-aKirtion they
Since President Bush has been in office, could potentially change the decision,”
many say has been a decrease in women’s ahtTr- Thompson said. “For our generati(ni we have
tion rights. Bush declared jan. 20 “National never kmiwn life without legalized aKirtion,
Sanctity of Human Life Day” in 2002, and in and we wanted tt» get out the message that our
2003 he signed the Partial Birth AKirtion Ban rights are being threatened, ainl we are not
Act, which bans aliortion prcKedures as early as
going to go back to the ways things were."
the beginning of the second trimester.
An argument of anti-aKirtion adviKates is
“Since President Bush has been in office
numerous things have been dtine to decrease
see CHOICE, page 2
By Ashley Wolf
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Architecture engineering freshman Keith Cullum (left) and construction manage
ment freshman Kris Ahrens look at commemorative signs hanging on Dexter Lawn.
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- Day Forecast

TODAY
high: 6 2 °/ low 39°
SATURDAY
high: 5 7 °/ low 41°
SUNDAY
high: 61° / low 32°

Events from the week o f Jan. 13

Jan. 13
•
The
University
Police
Department responded to a vandali.sm call at 9;50 a.m. in the R-1 park
ing lot. The perpetrators report ally
used a sharp ob)ect to slash a con
vertible’s top causing unspecified
damages.
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PROP 55

MONDAY
high: 59«/lo w 36»
TUESDAY
high: 59°/ low 42°

Crime
ïlSgndup

Engineering
IV is under
construc
tion on
Highland
Drive. Prop.
55 would
provide
equipment
funds
for this
building
MATT WECHTER/
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continued from page 1

employers, students, alumni and sup
porters expect from this university,”
Sunrise/Sunset
Raker said in a press release.
rises: 7:08 a.m./ sets 5:21 p.m.
The California State University
and University of California systems
Tides
each would potentially see $690 mil
high
10:21a.m. 6.38 feet
lion of the bond. State community
N/A
N/A
colleges would receive the largest
portion of Proposition 55, $920 mil
low
4:16 a.m. 2.29 feet
lion and K-12 districts would see the
5:35 p.m. -1.16 feet
smallest, $10 billion; however.
Proposition 47 allocated nearly 90
California Cities
percent, 11.4 million, to K-12 dis
CITY
TODAY'S Hl/LO
tricts two years ago.
San Diego
68«/48®
Through Proposition 55, the
720/440
Central Coast would receive $71 mil
Anaheim
Riverside
710/39° 1 lion to enhance Cal Poly, Cuesta
710/470
Qillege, Allan HanctKk College and
Los Angeles
San Luis Obispo County schools.
Santa Barbara
650/430
l\ie to the high cost of university
610/42°
Bakersfield
structures
and high-tech equipment
620/42°
Fresno
necessary to furnish upper-division
Santa Cruz
600/43°
labs. Cal Poly would he given $54 mil
San Jose
560/43°
lion, a sizeable ptirtion of the Central
570/48°
San Francisco
Coast’s $71 million. With the money.
590/41°
Sacramento
Cal Poly anticipates using $28.5 mil
Redding
580/40°
lion for the construction of a 44,000square-Kxit architecture and construe-

CHOICE
continued from page 1
that women who have abortions
txx'ome pregnant because they don’t
use pnSection. C')ne of the flyers on
the “hatiger commemorative” stated
that “54 percetu of wometi seeking
.iK)ttion> ex|x*rienced contraceptive
failure.”
“Mv daughter is 19, and 1know that
>he is safe about contraceptives,”
recreation administration senior
Mellaine Branch said. “But 1 myself
have had three aKirtions, some due to
contraceptive failure. And although 1
wouldn’t wish it upon any woman to
have to gti through that emotional and
physical priKess, 1 believe that people
shouldn’t chixisc for other people.
They should honor and respect other’s
decisums.”
People’s Stances on aKirtitm aren’t
necessarily split evenly, there is an
array of people who are on the Kirderline of what they believe is right and
wrong.

“You can’t make a direct choice

suppiirting one side or the other.”
nutrition senior Chris Qix said. “It’s a
personal choice, it’s aKuit the value of
life and defining when life Ix'gins. For
the most part I’m pro-life bexause life
is the greatest gift you can give.”
Personal experiences alsti deter
mine where people stand on the issue
of alxirtion.
“To be honest, I used to be inher
ently pro-life,” animal science junior
Harmony Quismundo-Newman said.
“Rut, after hearing aKnit personal
cases of friends and thinking about
how much having a child can affect
lives, careers and people, I have
become mtire open to it.”
Thompson said people’s opinions
on aKirtion aren’t necessarily based on
their religious and political beliefs.
“This commemorative is m>t aKuit
anti-republican or anti-religion,”
Thompsiin said. “It is aKnit awareness
and tolerance of people’s beliefs. We
welcome all |x*ople and opinions to
join our club.”
Students for C'hoice meet every
other Monday starting Jan. 26 in the
Women’s Center at 6 p.m.
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tion management building, to he built
on the site of the existing heating and
air conditioning facility. Tdie air con
ditioning building is 40 to 60 years old,
facilities director Robert Kitamura said
in a press release.
The Engineering IV building,
which is currently under construction
on Highland l')rive, would receive
$5.3 million worth of high-tech
equipment. Engineering IV is sched
uled to open Fall 2006 and will pro
vide 98,000 square feet for a wide
range of engineering studies, includ
ing mechanical and aeronautical
engineering, Joel Neel, assistant
director for facilities planning, said.
And in the planning stages,
Proposition 55 would grant $1.2 mil
lion to pay for the design stage of a
new science and math facility. The
256,289-square-feet of classrooms and
laboratories will also serve as the
Western Center for Codings and
Polymers, as well as a center for sci
ence and math teaching. Raker said.
“These projects will renovate some
160,000 square feet of updated facili
ties on campus and provide 44,000
square feet of additional space,” Baker
said, before urging media representa
tives to provide information on the
bond to the public for support.

Jan. 14
• At 2:37 p.m. the UPD was
called out to the Erhart Agriculture
and Science building due to a hazardous chemical spill. No damages
or injuries were reported.
• A purse was stolen at 7:56 p.m.
in the Lighthouse dining complex,
officials said. The hag is described as
black with a tan strap and is worth
approximately $105.
• At 11:39 p.m., a fight behind
Sequoia Hall amongst several females
for unknttwn reasons was reported.
TTie altercation had tx:curred jan.6;
however, the incident was not report
ed for more than a week.
J a n . 16

• The UPD arrested a male for
driving under the influence at 2:56
a.m. The driver is facing two
charges: one for drunk driving, the
other for operating a vehicle with a
BKxtd Alcohol Content above .08.

Officials said in these types of cases
one of the two charges is usually
dropped in favor of the stronger.
• .At 11 59 a.m., UPD responded
tti a vandaliMU call from a student
whose car window was broken. The
replacemcnl cost is estimated to be
$300, and no motive has to been
determined as tit why the car was
damaged.
• The UPD w'as called to the R-1
parking lot at 5:46 p.m. itt response to
a car engine fire. San Luis Obispo Fire
I \ “partment extinguished the flames.
and stayed for about half an hour. No
injuries were rejxirted.
J a n . 17

• At 12:37 a.m., a UPD officer
was adjacent to the Health Center
as two male students passed by.
While in view, one of the students
exposed himself to the officer and
ran away. UPD was not able to
kxzate the students.
• A 14-year-old girl was reported
mi.ssing by her father. The girl was
dropped off at Kennedy Library to
do some research. When her father
could not find her around 3 p.m.,
UPD was called to aid in the search.
The missing female was found on
the second-flixir about 30 minutes
after the call.
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Students Win with Campus Express Ciub
By Tonya Strickland
CAMPUS DINING STAFF WRITER

‘‘I woke up from a nap,
checked my e-mail and was
quite shocked,” said first place
winner Scott Allan, a business
administration major. Allan was
one of three Cal Poly students
to win scholarships ranging from
tuition to text book credit last
October simply by adding value
to their Campus Express Club
membership.
Many students may not know
they have another chance to win
these money saving prizes in
January, F irst p lace gets
reimbursed for Winter quarter’s
in-state tuition. Second place
receives a $200 credit to their
Campus Express C lub, for text
book costs. Finally, anyone
adding $50 or more is also
entered in a drawing to receive

for extra spending money to be
used at the bookstore or any of
the many restaurants on campus.
Every student joining ot adding
value to their membership during
January will be entered in the
drawing, whether they know of
the scholarship opportunity or
not.
“I did not know about the
contest. When I received the
email (telling me I had won) I
thought it was spam at first,” said
second place w inner Hasan
Mirza, an electrical engineering
major. “Then I went to the Feeling Lucky? Campus
website to check the balance on Express Ciub members
my Express card. When 1 realized won big in October. You I
it was for real, I was the happiest can too, by adding value'
now at the website below.!
guy in the world.”

Winners will be notified
by e m a il o r p h o n e .

w w w .cp fo u n d a tio n .o rg /e x p re ss

a $50 credit to their membership
»^# IT
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LECTURE SERIES

CAED presents
'Phenomenal'series
Teddy Cruz, has won numerous
awards from the American Institute
of Architects, including Best
Internationally respected archi Overall Design for the Housing
tects and authors hitihlijihr this Corridors on Imperial Avenue in
years’ Winter-Sprinj» Hearst Lecture San Diego. He earned a bachelor’s
Series kicking off today at 4 p.m.
degree in architecture at Cal Poly
“Phenomenal” is the theme of the and a master’s from Harvard.
free, public series presented by Cal
Arieff and Burkhart speak
Poly’s Colleije of Architecture and on “Prefab: The Future is Now.’
Environmental Desi^in.
authors paired up to write, “Prefab,”
“The lecture series is called which documented prefabricated
‘Phenomenal’ as a nod to this phe residential projects that combine
nomenal tiroup of speakers and a ref practicality and good design,
erence to the experiential aspect of according to a press release. Also
architecture,” said Laura joines- works collaborated on by the two
Novotny, architecture professor and include “Trailer Travel: A Visual
coordinator of the series.
History of Mobile America” and
Speakers include San Die^io “Airstream.”
award-winning’ architect Teddy Cruz
Both authors are considered
who speaks today, authors Allison irrfluential in the art of modern
Arieff and Bryan ^
J
architecture. Arieff is
Burkhart, Feb. 6, and f
l£CtUT€ S€Tl€S IS
an editor-in-chief of
New York architect called ‘Phenomenal’ as a Dwell magazine and
Brian Messana, on
[q
phenomenal Burkhart, a graphic
Feb. 27. A final
. ^ ,
.
designer and founder
speaker scheduled for Sroup o f speakers and
of the publishing firm
April 2 is yet to be a reference to the
Modernhouse Design.
Messana is a 1989
announced.
experiential aspect of
All lectures will be
,.
„
Cal Poly architecture
held at 4 p.m. Fridays “ rc h u e c tu re .
graduate and brings
in
the
rotunda Laura Joines-Novotny
an expertise from his
(Room 213) of Cal architecture professor
diverse body of work
Poly’s business buildincluding
showin«.
rocMTis, galleries and
Lead-off lecturer, Cruz, is commercial spaces. Currently he is
described as a passionate, artistic working on three residential pro
architect who will speak on jects and a restaurant-lounge in
“Breaking Architectural Barriers.” Madrid.
The Guatemalan native is an assis
The series brings respected design
tant professor of architecture at professionals to Cal Poly to not only
Woodbury University’s San l^ie^o speak but also visit classroi>ms and
campus and is known for his knowl critique student design projects. A
edge of bicultural issues.
grant from the Hearst Foundation
O uz’s architecture firm, Estudio supports the series.
By Dan Watson
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Students still study abroad
•Summer and fall programs available,
National Student exchange an option
By Ashley Wolf
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

For students that are interested
in studying abroad Spring Quarter,
that ship has almost sailed.
Application deadlines for the
Thailand study ended last week.
Cal Poly Quarter at Sea deadline is
today, and the London study pro
gram deadline is Jan. 30.
Yet, there is still plenty of time
for students to consider studying
abroad this summer and in the fall.
Cal Poly offers quarter and year
long programs internationally and
nationally. In Fall Quarter of
2003, 81 Cal Poly students studied
in 14 different countries as part of
the California State University
system’s International Programs.
Twenty-four Cal Poly students
participated in the National
Student Exchange, a domestic
exchange program in the United
States and Canada.
Cal Poly has been named No. 3
out of the top 20 national study
abroad institutions, according to
the 2003 Open Doors survey, after
sending 577 students abroad in
2001-02.
“With the current world situa

tion it is a more important time
than ever to have cultural under
standing,” said Monica Schechter,
associate director for study abroad
and CSU International Programs.
Schechter said that there are
three myths that keep students
from deciding to study abroad, the
first being cost.
“Students often assume that
they can’t afford it,” Schechter
said. “Cal Poly keeps costs pretty
close to tuition at the university.
Financial aid and scholarships also
can apply (to the program).”
The second myth is that study
ing abroad will delay graduatitm,
especially for students in their
junior or senior year.
“The good thing about IP
(International Programs) is that it
works in the framework of the
CSU system,” said international
business senior Anna Coles, who
spent the last year in Paris.
All programs list the courses
available so that students can see
what classes they can take that
will transfer in credits.
“The earlier you start planning
the more options you will have,”
Schechter said. “Some programs
require certain GPA’s, some people
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need to look into financing, and
some programs do have a language
requirement.”
Language requirement is the
third myth that Schechter said
student have. The majority of pro
grams do not require a student to
be fluent in language prior to
studying, but some do require that
you take language classes while
attending.
“The main reason someone
should study abroad is for tbe cul
tural understanding you gain,”
Coles said. “A better sense of con
fidence is achieved when going
abroad.”
Schechter said future employers
are impressed by students that
have participated in abroad pro
grams.
“Having a broader world per
spective, regardless of the field,
makes students more well-pre
pared,” Schechter saicl. “Cal Poly
students continue to report study
abroad as a critical component of
their higher education experience.
It often is one of the most signifi
cant experiences a student can
have during their undergraduate
career.”
Students interested in the study
abroad programs can attend infor
mational meetings on jan. 27 from
11a.m. to 12 p.m. or Feb. 11 from
3 to 4 p.m. in UU 219.
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Letters to the editor
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U.S. beef industry
is irresponsible

Relax and laugh at'Polly'
Editor,

T

his weekciul 1 profited off the beet industry as a waitress
at a New l)rleans steak house. While the menu shows a
$2 increase in the prices of premium quality steaks, cus
tomers did not seem phased hy the recent mad cow scare in the
United States.
No one ever thout»ht it would stretch this tar into the United
States, spanninf» ptvssihly eight states on the West Qiast. Mad
cow disease has crept into America’s fcxx! source and into an
industry that is uniquely American, the heef industry.
When people think of typical “American” ftxxis, they think
of hamburgers and french fries, steak and beer. So why wasn’t
this multi-billion dollar industry been more alert to a major
threat to the American way of life?
Now playing damage control, the beef industry is not detail
ing the horrific story behind the
origin of the disease. They are
squelching American
fears that their precious meat is in danger by saying the cow was
imported from Canada.
What really needs to be done is Itxik in the past, before mad
cow disease had spread to the United States.
NOVA broadcasted “The Brain Eater” on Feb. 10, 1998,
right in the midst of the mad cow disease outbreak in England.
The show detailed connections between a disease known as
Creutzfeldt-Jacob Disease, or sp<mgiform encephakipathies —
spongy brain disease — more commimly known as mad cow dis
ease in humans.
TTte disea.se riddles the victim’s brain with holes, causing
symptoms similar to Alrheimer’s disease. While a perstin may be
infected with CJD, it may lie dormant for years. After symptoms
K‘gin to appear, the victims rapidly regress into disability and
death, usually within 6 months, according to MEDline plus
Medical Encyclopedia.
What is not commonly known is CJD is closely related to a
disease that apjx'ared in Papua New Guinea in the mill-1900s
called “kuni,” which means “to tremble with tear” in their
native language.
.-Xccording to NOV.'K, the diseas«.' killed thousands of the
l ore people but remained unknown elsewhere in the world. In
1957, scientists traveled there to search tor the cause of this dis
ease, only to find they had been tran-.mitting the disease person
to jx'rson by cannibalism. Memlx'rs of this tribe would eat their
dead relatives as an act of homage during funeral rites.
Tlie scary part of this story is that NOVA explained how can
nibalism was quite jMssibly the cause of the epidemic in England
and speculated a unii|ue form of mad cow disease already exi.sted in the United States under the radar of the heef industry-.
For .several decades, the K'ef industry has been feeding cattle
a cheap protein supplement made fri«n the carcas.ses of other
animals, including sheep and cows. The reason the epidemic
spread so quickly in England is because an infected cow would
be eaten by other cows, spreading the disease at an alanning
rate.
.^long with other practices of injecting hormones, steroids
and massive amounts of antibiotics into the systems of cows on
feed lots, mad cow disea.se is just the tip of the iceK'rg of what
the K'ef industry gets away with.
IVcause thousands of different cows are ground up into one
hamburger, so one infected cow could K inside Ktwt'en hunilreds and thousands of packages of ground K'ef.
These acts have finally cros.scxl the line: It is a grevious act to
f«>rce a species to K'come cannibalistic.
It is up t«.) the American public to decitJe whether the heef
industry nt'eds to clean up its iKt and K'gin to K'come account
able for their lechery-filled capitalistic ways.
S«) far, rising prices «if Kef do not seem t«) K a c«»ncem.
In a world wr«»ught with moral degr.idati«m and where money
Riles all, sometimes a little thought aKxit where your hamburg
er or steak is coming from may just chum your stomach enough
to pass.
R«)n appétit.
Rebecca Markway is a w riter for The Reveille at Louisiana State
University.
'

Ironically, the night 1 was going to
see “Along Came Polly” John Pierson’s
negative half-page review came out
(“Stiller, ‘Polly’ rehash ‘Something
About Mary’” jan. 21). I was really dis
appointed until I began to ask around
and most people seemed to think it was
exactly the opposite of what Pierson
thought.
I re-read the article after I came
home from the movie, which I loved
and laughed hysterically through, and I
came to the decision Pierson has no
sense of humor. Would movies about
killing people or war be more suitable
to his standards?
I don’t exactly know if Pierson even
watched the whole movie because in
the article it says Latino men “are por
trayed as steamy, salsa-dancing, girl
friend stealing,” but in fact the Latino
man was gay in the movie. Did he miss
that part? 1 am a Chicano American
and I saw no stereotypes. And Jennifer
Aniston was nothing like she is on
Friends (an airhead, classy dresser, with
lots of friends).
1 think our world needs more movies
that make us laugh because obviously
some people are far too uptight and
serious — like most of our world. Relax
and laugh, it is good for the soul. All
people who like to laugh and like Ben
Stiller’s raw humor sh«)uld see it. Don’t
listen t«> one guy who doesn’t like to
laugh.
Some of the greatest artists, writers
and movie producers reu.se styles, ideas
and inspiration to recreate something
great. It isn’t even like “T here’s
Something AKuit Mary” except f«>r the
fact Ben Stiller has a different bathri>om problem!
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She would have been enthralled with
the vqrious subcultures that thrive at
Cal Poly. Instead, many ot us can’t seem
to elude the color issue.
Dictionary.com defines diversity as
“being different.” How shallow are we
as a society if we can’t get off the “race”
thing. 1 find it not only superficial but
also deceptive on the part of Cal Polyto misrepresent the demographics of
this student body on its home page in
order to appease an unfounded inter
pretation of diversity.
How are Caucasians on this campus
supposed to respond when Ms. Wong
makes statements like, “Unfortunately,
students... continue to call this a white
campus and parents with deep rooted
backgrounds will still deter their chil
dren from attending.” Talk about racial
insensitivity. Is she implying that white
students do not have deep rooted back
grounds? Would there be something
wrong if this was a white campus?
The road to progress is beyond the
borders of color and race. Ms. Wong, I
believe if we could only shift outside
the confines of what we see with our
eyes and into the colorful world of
“content and character,” we’d be much
better off.
Josh A rbenz is a second year m asters
o f business a d m in is tra tio n s tu d e n t.

Testing won't help schools
Editor,

mentary and high school teachers are
underpaid, overworked and not sup
ported by the school districts that
employ them. Instead of increasing the
salaries of teachers and providing
money to rebuild our educational infra
structure, Bush had a better idea:
Tests.
T hat’s right. NCLB mandates that
states adopt costly testing regiments.
Rather than buy computers for class
rooms or provide decent health benefits
for teachers, schcxil districts must now
spend that money to have private com
panies administer a battery of tests to
students. Instead of teaching their stu
dents useful information, which is why
they are there in the first place, teach
ers must now train their students how
to take the tests, much like how we all
studied for the SAT. The best part is
that many of the testing companies are
known contributors to the Republican
Party and to Bush’s re-election commit
tee.
Howard Dean was right when he
called it the “No School Board Left
Standing” law.
W ill W e a th e rfo rd is a business a d m in 
is tra tio n soph om ore .

Letter policy
Letters become the property of the
Mustang Daily. Mustang Daily reserves the
right to edit letters for grammar, profani
ties and length. Letters, commentaries and
cartoons do not represent the views of the
Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 250
words. Letters should include the writer's
full name, phone number, major and class
standing.

Kendra Hodges’ recent article (“Get
challenged «ir get left behind” Jan. 21),
in which she calls George W. Bu>h’s N«>
Child Left Behind educati«m law a
By mail:
“rati«mal initiative,” was totally «iff the
Letters to the Editor
mark. NC?LB is one of the largest
Building 26, Room 226
unfunded mandates ever created by the
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
federal government. With this law.
CA 93407
By fax:
Bush was able to wreak financial havoc
Melissa M o lin a is an English senior,
(805) 756-6784
«m America’s sch«iol districts and
By e-mail: mustanqdailv@hotmail.com
enrich his corporate friends at the same
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e
Cal Poly is quite diverse
time.
mail account. Do not send letters as an
A central tenet «if the Bush adminis attachment. Please send the text in the
Editor,
tration’s NCLB sales pitch was body of the email.
“accountability." Bush was going to
Attention:
I’m writing in respon.se t«i Emily
hold individual teachers accountable
Your letter will not be printed unless
Wong’s article (“WITT week will not
for their students’ performances. you submit it in the correct form at
change the real issue” Jan. 21) regard
Apparently, it isn’t en«iugh that ele
ing a lack of diversity here at Cal Poly.
1 want t«) break the news not only to
her but to many others regarding diver
sification «in campus.
There is a boatload of diversity here.
There are farmers from Fresno t«i
Brawley, cowfolks and ranchers from up
and down this state, city dwellers from
Sacramento to L«is Angeles to San
Diego.
We have Greeks, j«Kks, musicians,
Cartoonisrs shoiikl brinq a proposal and art sample to
intellectuals, grunge nickers, punkers,
skaters, surfers, hip-hoppers, dancers,
Laura in 26-226. Columnists can send a propiusal and
acttirs and poets.
500-vvord sample to mustangdaily@hotmailcom.
The problem 1 have with what Ms.
Wong is saying, with what mainstream
Please include your name, major and phone number
society is saying, is that the definition
with all submissions.
of diversity is based on skin color.
Otherwise she would have dug deeper
and discovered our vast differences.
0

Mustang Daily is looking for a
few good cartoonists and
columnists.
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The trouble with tempers
ov. Howard Dean may have the
loudest hark ot the Democrats
running tor their party’s nomi
nation, hut he exited the Iowa caucuses
Monday nifjht with his tail between his
legs.
When the numbers came in, Dean
fell to third place behind Sen. John
Kerry, who held 38 percent of the dele
gate votes and Sen. John Edwards, with
31 percent. Dean, the frontrunner
heading into
Iowa, man- aged only 18
percent of
the vote.
But it wasn’t the outcome that dam
aged the Vermont governor. Instead, his
post-caucus speech seemed to solidify
an image Dean has cultivated since he
began to gain significant national
attention last June — an angry politi
cian who’s temThe process o f caU' per exceeds his

G

Commentary

cusing, rather than
^ .

a tm rm ry system.

exhihus to the rest
o f the nation a
iuarped image o f
the support o f the

Passion.
For

more
^0 years,
the Iowa caucuses have, at
proved to

^ shaky
barometer for
states voters.
the presidential
---------------------------- nominations.
In 1980, Ronald Reagan lost in Iowa
to George Rush Sr. and then went on to
win by a large margin in the New
Hampshire primary and eventually, the
‘^

■'

presidency. The 1988 Iowa caucuses
produced a win for Dick Gephardt, hut
he lost the nomination to Michael
Dukakis. And in 1992, most Democrats,
including Rill Clinton, avoided cam
paigning in the Hawkeye State, provid
ing a generous win for Iowa’s hometown
Sen. Tom Harkin — yet he didn’t go on
to receive the nomination.
The process of caucusing, rather than
using a primary system, exhibits to the
rest of the nation a warped image of the
support of the state’s voters. But a loss
in Iowa is no more than a speed bump
on the way to New Hampshire.
Dean concluded his campaign in
Iowa with a speech that alarmed many.
No doubt intending to inspire his sup
porters, Dean’s words escalated to a
gruff yell as he shouted out the names of
states that line the campaign trail, then
climaxed with a shrill scream.
To the embarrassment of his support
ers, the media quickly began running
the speech footage, already branded
“the Rant” and “the Scream,” as a regu
lar part of the news cycle.
But the incident is not isolated.
In fact, he made a flippant comment
to reporters earlier the same day, fore
shadowing
the
baffling
speech.
Wedne.sday brought another episode
where he sang “The Star Spangled
Banner” to drown out the voices of
hecklers. The proximity and question
able nature of these scenes seem to
paint a picture of a candidate who- is
falling apart before the eyes of the

nation.
Dean appears to be a candidate who
wants to win -----------------------------a race more „
,
than he actu^
ally wants to candidate who wants
be president, to win a race more
The
Iowa
he actually
caucuses, if
,
nothing else,
represent the dent. The lowa caU'
start of the cuses, if nothing else,
campaign
f/ie S tart of
season, and ,
any of the the campaign seoson,

Democrats and any Democrats
who
hold
hope of win-

hold hope of
the nom ina-

n o m in a tio n tion must mold them^
must
mold selves into leaders.
th e m s e lv e s
into leaders. -----------------------------If any hope for Dean still exists, he
will not only have to immediately
reshape his image, but he will also have
to censor his desire to speak his mind
even though it is his candidness that
helped propel him to the front of the
pack early on.
The irony of Dean’s campaign may be
that the closer he gets to the
Democratic convention, the more his
perceived assets will turn into liabili
ties.
Jake Ashley is a jo u rn a lis m senior and
M usta ng D aily sta ff w rite r.

Tough love for America
I find that flag waving is the first
love America. And I’m not just saying
that — 1 really do. 1 love the petiple refuge of a p<ilitician unable to justify his
who want to improve the world one behavior with facts and rational argu
person at a time through their jobs andments. Patriotism is also the first refuge
their families.
of the ideologically insecure, those who
I alst> love the activists and politicians need a cheap way to feel superior to their
who want to improve life for many peo rivals in the marketplace of ideas.
ple at once.
Sti, let’s distinguish between the coun
1 love that our culture is a huge mish try and its politicians: While 1 love the
mash of ideas and backgrounds. I love the United States, I am shamed by the Bush
intellectuals talking politics on the side administration.
walks the strange and crazy subterranean
There’s a world of difference between
world of the Internet forum.
the two. Tltis is a republic, not a democ
1 love the immigrants struggling to racy, and sometimes our elected officials
hold on to the old country, and their just don’t represent our interests like they
children, slowly drifting away.
should.
1 love WASP America too, despite
Perhaps former president Teddy
myself. I love the parents decorating Rixisevelt said it best: “To announce that
their homes, struggling to raise their chil there must be no criticism of the presi
dren as best dent, or that we are to stand by the pres
they can on ident, right or wrong, is not only unpatri
two
jobs otic and servile, but is morally treasimeach.
able to the American public.”
1 love them for being tom between
The unfortunate reality is that we are
protecting their kids from the world and not perfect. Our culture is oftentimes
giving them freedom.
quite dysfunctional, and our government
I love the scenery of America: The can be cruelly cynical at times.
vast sandy beaches, the wixided hills
I say that not because I hate America,
chirping thick with the hum of insects. 1 but because 1 love it, and because I want
love the cold, clear air of the mountains. it to continue to improve with age. All
1 love driving down empty country roads progressives feel that way, with very few
at night.
exceptions.
1 love it all. America is a wonderful
Take environmentalists, for example,
country, and 1 know I have many things the classic “tree-huggers.” You know why
to be thankful for. And guess what? I’m a we hug trees? Because we love them. We
liberal.
love America’s wilderness, and it’s
Are you surprised to hear me .say that? unspoiled, natural beauty.
If you’ve been listening to pundits and
And yet, suppo.sedly, we all hate
reading the polemics of these past few America.
years, you might have gotten it into your
Do you know how many times pundits
head that people like me hate America. have told me, and people like me, to
We’re Rush Limbaugh’s “commie-libs,” move out of the country if we hate
the “blame-America-first crowd.”
America so much? We’ve had to hear
Samuel Johnson said in 1775 that that a lot. And strangely enough, we’re
patriotism is the last refuge of a still living here. You know why? Maybe,
scoundrel.
just maybe, it’s because we don’t hate

I
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America after all.
I’ll admit. I’m even proud of my coun
try.
It fills me with pride to have grown up
in the first welfare state in the modern
world. It fills me with pride to belong to
the country that began the League of
Nations and -----------------------------which
has ,
^
guiding force
of the United o f a politician unable
Nations.
[q justify his behavior

■u

^ tth facts and ratio'

with pride to
,
inherit stew- nol arguments.
ardship of the Patriotism is also the
civil liberties
refuge o f the idc'
tha. make our
insecure.
extraordinary, those who need a
I
am cheap way to feel
inspired by superior to their
American
market'
from Martin pklC ^ o f ideas.
Luther King ____________________
Jr. to Paul Wellstone. I am inspired by
the everyday Americans too, from the
tenacious “not in my backyard” commu
nities of rural America to the striking
grocery store workers of California,
demanding a better life for their families.
These are people of courage,
Americans who won’t just take what
they’re given.
They emulate the revolutionaries of
the 1770s, George Washington’s men,
who fought powers far greater than them
selves to create a better life in the land of
their birth. They loved America, but
they demanded better. And so do I.
Craig Stern is a w rite r fo r th e Daily
Trojan at th e U niversity o f Southern
California.
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Don't bury
your head
in the sand
want to feel safe. I want it all to be like it was before
Sept. 11, when America was much more concerned
about the latest Britney Spears single or the dot-com
bust than what some “cave-dwelling” terrorist was bark
ing about in the wilds of Afghanistan.
Terrorism was a far-off occurrence, only happening to
embassies or far-flung military bases. A U.S. Navy
destroyer might get hit with a suicide bomb, but still, it
was “over there.”
“Over there” became downtown Manhattan on Sept.
11. In the immediate aftermath, I heard the vigorous
denunciations of the previous atmosphere of malaise.
Now, we would be vigilant. No more Mr. Nice Guy —
we were going to pay attention and prepare ourselves for
the next hit. That lasted for a while, but it was doomed
to evaporate.
Americans — or at least some — do not want to care.
Deep down, we want to go back to the way it was, when
_
had things got a few minutes
C O I T f i n H O n t ^ r y on the news and nothing
else. Besides, actual terror
ism steals time from college students’ favorite passion —
mocking government figures and agencies. Why attempt
to understand the vagaries and intricacies of al Qaeda
when you can deride easily available government
brochures? After all, government brochures and threat
awareness systems are the real frightful presence in this
world, not the thousands of trained al Qaeda terrorists.
Some may not be that concerned about another ter
rorist attack. Oh, what a world that must be, where ter
rorists do not exist and the only evil in this world is
President Rush and his nefarious henchmen! After all,
since Sept. 11, there have been no terrorist attacks, so
there is no real reason to be concerned, right?
The truth is no government agency has to make
America feel afraid; the terrorists can handle that. If
one feels no fear when Richard Reid brings a plastic
explosive inside of his shoe aboard an airplane and
attempts to kill all the passengers, more power to him. If
there is not a tinge of fear when an al Qaeda operative
headed toward Seattle is stopped at the Canadian bor
der with a car full of explosives, more power to him. If
attacks on Western compounds __________________
in Saudi Arabia, suicide attacks
on open air markets in Morocco Deep down, we
or attacks on British banks in want tO gO back tO
Turkey fail to test the steel the way it was,
nerves of some Americans, I
when bad things
can only gaze in wonder at their
got a few minutes
bravery.
Obviously, we have nothing on the news and
to worry about here.
nothing else.
The argument fot comfort in
the face of so much danger i s ---------------------------ridiculous. Should we live our lives in vacuum-sealed
tubes? Of course not, but 1 see nothing wrong in prepar
ing ourselves for some sort of attack. Tom Ridge has not
come to my house and forced me to seal off my living
room with duct tape.
The color-coded alert system does have its uses, espe
cially to the security apparatus of the United States.
The alphabet soup of government security agencies
should have some general indication of the threat level
we face.
Yes, the intelligence is secret, as intelligence always
is. Should Mr. Ridge give a press conference, declaring
“because of our spies Mr. Bashir and Mr. Hussein betray
ing their al Qaeda friends, we now know we face an ele
vated threat. Thanks go out to these two traitors. We
hope the now-named anonymous sources continue their
good work for the U.S. government?” What a unique
idea — a totally non-secret CIA or a publicly known
Witness Protection Agency!
Most Americans woke up to the danger international
terrorism poses on Sept. 11. Howevet, some cannot
resist the urge to go back to sleep. Terrorists such as
Osama Bin Laden proved their mettle when they took
down two symbols of American economic power.
Alarmism is not helpful, but measured security advice
does nothing but good for this nation and its citizens.

I

Patrick D evenny is a w rite r fo r th e D aily Targum at
Rutgers U niversity.
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Sandwich shops
By Amy Kocot

For around the same price range as Gus’s, High
Ben Franklin’s is veggie friendly and kid
Street sandwiches are made with special spices, friendly, too, hut puts a bigger hole in the wallet
masterful care and honed skills.
than Gus’s or High Street, depending on the
The sandwich: food or food yroup?
If turkey or salami is not a favorite, garden amount of food. Their most expensive sandwich
For many college students, the answer
burgers are a tasty option and come with a vari is the 21-inch BBQ Beef & jack Cheese — it
would he the latter. On days when there
ety of fix ins’. Ordering it to go is advised can he yours for $1 3.25!
is only an hour before class or the
because seating here is limited, hut for the few
The discreet Lincoln Market and Deli on the
microwave stopped working, the
who do find a seat, the tables under the cherry corner of Lincoln and Broad streets has inviting,
sandwich not only
hidden charm. The shop itself has
hecomes an easy
a liquor-store feel, hut don’t he
option hut a hrownfooled, the deli does not disap
hagged savior.
point.
A quick stop in to onThe sandwiches here have a
every-corner
Togo’s
or
home-style taste that will take
Subway may he a convenience,
away the guilt of skipping class to
hut San Luis Obispo residents are
grab a bite. Check out the store’s
blessed with quality sandwich
special, the Lincoln Ortega. It
shops superior in price, atmos
comes with turkey or beef, avoca
phere and taste.
do, Ortega chili, pepper jack
Gus’s Grocery on Osos Street
cheese on San Luis sourdough for
has a large patio area that is
$6.49. Do not plan on staying in
almost always packed with
the store long after getting the
lunchtime munchers. Gus’s not
sandwich, because seats are
only offers customers friendly and
scarce.
fast service hut also a wide variety
If last weekend’s haircut or
of fresh meats, cheeses and sides.
Friday night’s date cost a little
Be patient, sometimes the line
more than planned, Kona’s ITeli,
here is out the door and other
is the answer for a sandwich that
times there is no line at all —
wont leave you broke. Its cheap.
MATT WECHTER/MUSTANG DAILY
it’s inconsistent.
Fresh sandwiches are not much
Pick a deli any deli. It won't take long to find a favorite. From top to
Employee Tm y Coscia
more expensive than Subway hut
bottom, le ft to right: High Street Deli, Lincoln Market and Deli and
said they are almost always
are tasty just the same.
Kona's Deii.
packed with students throughout
“1 thought Kona’s was good, hut
the day.
there was nothing that made it
Their sandwiches are hearty
any better than other ones,” math
portions; hut it a whole is too
senior Cheyenne Ladd said.
much to handle, a half can he
They offer choices of combina
ordered tor $4.50. The reasonable
tions and extras that will satisfy
prices, outside seating and large
any taste. Its location on Foothill
beverage selection make Gus’s a
Boulevard near Cal Poly allows
favorite for many.
student customers a convenient
English senior Miguel
stop for an inexpensive meal.
Diaz said he agrees with
“1 go to Kona’s most often
Gus’s being a top choice.
tree make for a picturesque setting.
because of location and price,” business junior
“1 like Gus’s a lot," he said. “It’s
For those cold January days that make indoor Michelle Henke said. “1 think they give you
not only the sandwiches that are
seating a must, Ben Franklin’s on Higuera Street quality and quantity at the same time and use
good, hut the outdoor patio
is an ideal choice. With over 30 suggested sand pretty fresh ingredieitts.”
makes it a tun place to have a beer
wiches in three different sizes (seven inches, 14
Emotions run high when it comes to college
with friends on a Saturday afternoon.”
inches and 21 inches), coming to a final deci students and sandwiches — everyone has their
On the same side of town just down High
sion may he the biggest problem. One of their favorite. But if Subway still pleases your palate,
Street sits another sandwich haven. High
specials is the Turkey Ortega. This $4 santlwich then you may not have fully explored the array
Street Deli otters students and locals extrava
comes with pepper jack cheese, green chili and of Central Coast delis and their bevy of breaded
gant subs in a quaint, laid hack environment.
can he made “extreme" with spicy mayo.
beauties.
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
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Taste of the border around the corner
By Anastasia Killham
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Overflowing with color and char
acter, Vallarta’s of San Luis Obispo
is an agreeable choice.
Vallarta’s is located on Monterey
Street in the old ItKation of the
quaint and somewhat sleepy Italian
restaurant Da Vinci’s.
Previously dim and nondescript,
the building is now as vibrant in
color and decoration as a Mexican
hacienda.
ITespite the animated decor, there
are no surprises on the menu. All of
the typical Mexican food favorites
appear.
Prices are fair and the salsa,
served with fresh tortilla chips; is
tasty. Portions are generous and
many selections could easily he
shared.
Vallarta’s offers one-and two-item
lunch specialties for $5.95 and
$7.95, respectively. Combination
meals cost $9.25 and Los Grandes
.selections, which are served with a
choice of soup or salad, cost $10.35.
Fajitas platters, considered the
house specialty, are served with rice,
beans, choice of tortillas, soup or
salad and a dessert. For $12.95, this
selection along with complimentary
chips and salsa is likely to be ade
quate for at least two students.
The most exciting aspect of
Vallarta’s is the numerous tequila
options elegantly displayed in an
alter-like bar at the front of the

restaurant. Ranging from $3 to $16 a
shot, tequila connoisseurs will
appreciate the owners’ mission to
provide the largest selection around.
Some customers do spend $16 for
a shot of tequila, the restaurant’s
general manager, Rachel Olivas,
said. The array of tequila choices
appeals to those who have traveled
throughout Mexico, she said.
Many prefer this liquor blended
or served on the riKks in the form of
a frosty margarita.
Vallarta’s margaritas are not over
ly sweetened and are blended indi
vidually.
The drinks’ overall lack of origi
nality was offset by a complimentary
side serving of the bartender’s gener
ous pour.
Vallarta’s offers a 60-ounce mar
garita gla.ss intended to quench four
thirsty margarita mongers, but occa
sionally consumed by just one. This
beverage costs about $15. Moderate
drinkers can enjoy a more manage
able sized lime margarita for $4.50.
Vallarta’s does not offer a happy
hour yet, but it’s in the making,
Olivas said.
Vallarta’s sister restaurant by the
same name, liKated in Pismo Beach,
has been in ojieration since 1975.
The owner of both restaurants,
r\>nna Simpson, said she had hoped
to open at the new IcKation for a
while before making an offer to the
owner of Da Vinci’s.
Opening in San Luis Obispo was
a response to numerous requests

from long-standing cus
tomers who wanted a
Vallarta’s closer to home,
Simpson said.
It took a good deal of
effort to convert the
Italian eatery to a
Mexican
hacienda.
Simpson traveled to
Ensenada, Mexico to
purchase authentic deco
rations and furnishings.
“Our food is more
authentic than neighbor
ing restaurants, especial
ly our sauces,’’ she said.
Cuesta student Sarah
Rohan agrees.
Rohan lives just down
the street from Vallarta’s
and has become a regular
patron there.
“It’s wonderful, the
manager is really nice
and they have reason
able prices,” Rohan said.
“1 walk here all the
time.”
NATE CASW ELL/UUSTANG DAILY
The managers said
they strive to maintain a jh js restaurant w ill catch your eye and satisfy hungry stomachs.
friendly family atmos
phere. The restaurant
offers a banquet nxim with a 40person capacity available for fullservice or buffet style events.
Overall, Vallarta’s provides a
pleasant atmosphere, predictable
menu selections and extremely effi
cient, attentive, though not intru
sive, service.

'21 Grams'of hard reality
By Katie Schiller
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Silence cannot drown out the
pained cry of a mother, the passionate
moan of a lover or the helpless scream
of a killer. In the movie “21 Grams,”
contrasting emotions rise to the sur
face to create an uncomfortable,
unnerv’ing and even overwhelming
l(H)k at tragedy.
Directed by Alejandro (jonzalez
Inarritu, “21 Grams” follows Paul
Rivers (Sean Penn), a dying pn4essor, Christina Peck (Naomi Watts), a
housewife with two daughters and a
dirty past and Jack Jordan (Renicio
del Toro), an ex-convict turned
Christian. Ilie three strangers suffer
through a random series of events to
find their lives have been inexplica
bly intertwined by a strange connec
tion.
“21 Grams” shifts from one scene

to the next like a ptHir editing job,
preceding a platter of hors d’oeuvres
at a lively party with a horrific car
accident. This technique makes the
beginning of the movie confusing. It
also heightens the intensity of con
flicting emotions mn usually felt at
the same time.
Tlie juxtaposition of .strikingly dif
ferent scenes adds disciimfort to the
already awkward nature l4 the con
tent. Tlie audience must accept that
sex and murder may seem like t>pposites but in terms of passion are es.sentially equal.
Although the story isn’t told in
chronological order, the disrupted
scenes begin to make more sense
toward the middle of the movie.
However, it is not sufficient to mold a
truly depressing movie just out of
weird coincidences and disordered
connections. Using exaggerated

silence and over dramatized noise, 21
Grams succeeds in making the audi
ence feel overwhelmed.
Like a tragic love pHTem gone bad,
the movie is stuffed with overzealous
soul-searching. SymKils of death and
rebirth run rampant and usually are
welcomed in a sad film. Rut when 21
Grams ends, the connections
between strangers seem contrived.
The symbolism might have been
more effective if the audience could
actually relate to the characters.
Regardless of the unrealistic plot,
the nun ie dix's a great job with char
acter development. Renicio del Tm>’s
role as a repentant Christian makes
the Pt>pe Knik like a sinner. Not only
does he drive around in a truck that
preaches “Jesus .saves!” but he plays
his part like Jack Jordan is the only
man he’s ever known. Naomi Watts,
see REALITY, page 8
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$U/fipaphic
Deadline: Feb. 5th
Class, form s available online at
mustan6dally.calpoly.edu on
stop by Mustang Dally Office
-Bld6. 26, Room 2 2 6
756-1143
(

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Frog & Peach

Frog & Peach

Bon Temps

Pint Night - Band: Silent Treatment - 21 +

Band: Alter Ego • 21 +

Crawfish and Crab Boil ot 4 p.m. • Blues starts at 6:30 p.m.

Mother's Tavern

Linnaea's Café

The Grad

80» Night • Drink specials • 21 +

Open tnic • Starts at 8p.m.

Country Stampede - Starts at 9 p.m. - 18+

Nautical Bean

Mother's Tavern

Tortilla Flats

ftn k e n W ednesdoys» Drink specials

Soapbox/Poetry • 7 to 9 p.m.

Thursday Nite Live w / DJ Mel

Meiu^cal Bean

The Grod
Comedy Night - Starts at 8 p.m. - 21 +

B h m nigM

Tortilla Flats

lire G rad

Happy Hour 4 to 7 p.m.

C o^ege M im p Night - Starts at 9 p.m. -21 +

7 to 9 p.m.

portilla Éats
poppy Hour
no I 4 to 7 p.m.

'V
REALITY
continued from page 7
■albeit a whiny druggie at the end,
realistically portrays the fragile state
of her character. Lastly, Sean Penn,
who delves deeper into his character
than the other two, makes “21
Grams” worthwhile through his
unspoken way of communicating
with the audience. The other two,
especially Watts, need the script.
The title of “21 Grams” speaks to
those who feel trapped by si>mething
in life, only to escape it in death. The
film refers to the “weight” everyone
loses at the exact moment of death —
no more than five nickels or a hum

mingbird. Every human, imprisoned
with guilt, desire, fear or grief, can
expect to ditch these worries when he
dies. In the midst of the climax, a
voice speaks the message that the
movie wishes to give. But it may be
too late — the audience is now left to
ponder the meaning of the second
half of the movie and life.
Only the next day, once the dust of
a chaotic, depressing plot settles, can
the true meaning of the movie be dis
covered. “21 Grams” stirs up thoughts
that aren’t comfortable, don’t feel
nice and don’t make life any easier.
But abandoning your comfort zone
for two hours may be the only way to
find out how much pain really
weighs.

Putting out 5 days a week

Mustang Daily

SPYGLASS IN N
RESTAURANT
•Warrants handled
without going to jail

AjMMrel & Accessories
952 C diorro .St.

-Agents accessible
24 hrs, 7 days

A c r o s s frol l i tlic
M ission
HO.S .S-12 0 3 2 (1

Mustang Daily
X is looking for people who
have had cosmetic surgery
Please contact Andrea or Andra
. - asvoboda@calpoly.edu
(- acoberly@calpoly.edu
i- 756-1796

Sources m ust be w illin g to
use th e ir nam e and m ajor.

Oceanview Banquets

805- 544-1000

Special Events • Meetings

948 Santa Rosa St, SLO

/ / r r / f ' 0 J / f if / r / t / '}
M ention llii.s ad o r show
your scliool ID a n d receive
A /(■' off every ,s , ( 'p u rch ase

2703 Spyglass Drive
Shell Beach, CA

805773.1222
E )cpe/cle4(ep^m
Downtown San Luis Obispo m

A nd discuss th e ir experience w ith
cosm etic surgery

I Fremont Theatre 541-2141 |
VALID 1/23-1/29
OPENS 2/25/04- "The Passion of Christ"

CPTV's PolyVislon

IN THE BIG FREMONT

LORD OF THE RINGS: RETURN
OF THE KINO (PO-is)
FrI 4:1S 8:30
Sat-Sun 12KK> 4:15 8:30
M on-Thur 4:15 8:30

BUTTERFLY EFFECT(R)

Qiarmel

Saturday
5 p.m .

2

Sunday
5:30 p.m.

Fri 2:45 4:30 7:15 10 00
Sat-Sun 12:15 2:45 4:30 7:15 10:00
Mon-Thur 2:45 4:30 7:15 10:00

TORQUE (PQ-13)

tncui. ENOAQCM
CNT

Fri 2:15 4:45 7:15 9:45
Sat-Sun 11:45 2:15 4 45 7:159:45
Mon-Thur 2:15 4:45 7:15 9:45

TEACHER’S PET (PG)
Fri 3 « ) 500
Sat-Sun 11:30 1:15 300 500
Mon-Thur 3 00 500

THE COOLRER (R)

San Luis obfsps, cA w a s

_________ Fri-Thur 7:00 9:30

Downtown Centre Cinema
546-8600
WIN A DATE WITH TAD HAMILTON
(PG-13)
Fri 200 4:30 7:00 9:45
Sat-Sun 11:30 2 00 4:30 7:00 9:45
Mon-Thur 2.00 4:30 700 9:45

ALONG CAME POLLY (PQ-13)
Fri 2:30 500 7 301000
Sat-Sun 11:45 2:30 5 00 7:30 10:00
Mon-Thur 2:30 500 7:30 10O0

BIG F ISH (PQ-13)
Fri 3:00 5:00 9:00
Sat-Sun 1200 3:00 6 00 9:00
Mon-Thur 3:00 6:00 9:00

I SOMETHING'S GOTTA GIVE (PQ-13) |
Fri 3:30 6:30 9:30
Sat-Sun 12:30 3:30 6:30 9:30
Mon-Thur 3:30 6:30 9:30

THE LAST SAMURAI (R)

R i .s I () r a n i c'

•

Ha r

Tuesday nights 5 0 % for students and faculty
with Cal Poly ID
Wednesday nights lady's night
all drinks at bar
1 0 4 0

B r o a d

St

•

S L 0

50%

off all

7 8 8 - 0 2 b 0

Fri 2:45 6:15 9:20
Sat-Sun 11:30 2:45 6:159:20
Mon-Thur 2:45 6:15 9:20

CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN (PO)
Fri 2:15 4:45 7:15 9:45
Sat-Sun 11 45 2:15 4 :45 7:15 9:45
Mon-Thur 2:15 4:46 7:15 9:45

C ^ 0 5 ) 5VI-5II</

•Free Wireless internet
•Com m unity message boards
•C offee drinks galore
•Muffins, bagels and croissiants
baked daily
•Soups, salads and grilled Panini
sandwiches
•Beers on tap and in the bottle
O p en "

a f 5 3 o a in

Saf Í SuiTat ^ooai»i

COLD MOUNTAIN (R)
Fri 3.D0 6:15 9:30
Sat-Sun 121X) 300 6:15 9:30
Mon-Thur 300 6:15 9:30

Student Discounts
available at both theatres

Come by for free coffee
Monday J & J 2th & Tuesday Jan 13th

Sl)c ííciii IJork eimcs-

C rossw ord

! Edited by Will Shortz

ACROSS

35 Municipal
60 Bring about
facility;
Abbr
1 Irip break
61 Just
36 Year Helsinki
62 Not worry
9 Naughty, but not
was founded
too
37 Needle hole
15 Valentine
DOWN
38 “Som e___
inscription
Skirt
feature
meat and canna
16 Just so
eat"; Burns
Tenor
17 Like some
39 Preserves fruit
It may go from
forces
0 to 500
41 High degree
18 Fundamental
Relate
43 Possible answer
beliefs
to Where are
Available
19 Places where
you?”
Say-so
suckers are
45 Kiln
lined up
Footnote ender;
46 Undcrbodice
Abbr.
21 Fictional cabbie
48 Anima doctor
of old radio
1Soften
50 “Potent
22 Race's end
I Telecom giant,
Potables for
once
23 Heat shield
400___ "
I Stooge witfi a
locale
51 “Amare" might
bowl cut
26 When repeated,
be conjugated
Ultimate
a dolphin
on it
solution
28 “Walk right in!"
55 Improve a plant
One may be
29 Tongs, e.g.
58 Investigates
moved
32 Like leftovers
59 Double decker?
i “Dragonwyck"
writer Anya
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Author
influenced by
T 0 R E
48-Across
1 V A N
M E N 0
i “My mistake ...
big deal!’’
E R G
S E E
"Crime and
H A P P
Punishment”
heroine
People in
masks wave
them
Gunk
Aleutian island
Sibling's threat
Plant fungi
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Check Olii:
On The Rocks
every Friday
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Puzzle by Manny Nosowsliy

31 Bitterroot
Mountains
locale
33 Word with
rabbit or all

42 Life insurance
form

49 Not hard
enough

44 Newspaper
circulation
unit

52 Sticking point

Comedy Night

53 Holy ones:
Abbr.

Featuring

34 Leaves
home?

46 Bank

54 Conservative

47 Coeur d’___

56 Mouse catcher

40 Rosinante’s
rider

48 "Bringing Up
Father” rather

57 Myrna of ‘Tfie
Thin Man"

Myk Powell
E

v e r y

F

r id a y

& S

a t u r d a y

N

ig h t

S t a r t in g J a n u a r y 30'"'' 2 0 0 4
T ic k e t s $ 1 0 .0 0 a t t h e D o o r
A d v a n c e T ic k e t s $ 8 . 0 0

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
Crosswords for young solvers: The Learning Network,
nytimes.com/learnin^xwords.

(T W O DRINK M INIM UM )

Pull my fin!

J J s a t the Beach

C lassified A dvertising

1351 Price St., Pismo Beach
A d v a n c e T i c k e t s & In f o

It's for selling, it's for clubs
It's for anything
Classifieds are killer!
------------------------ Call 756-1143 ------------------------

(805) 489-3875

W W W M U R D E R IN M IN D .C O M
A M im p fR m

M f if P P r o d u c t io n

C la ssifie d A d v e r tis in g
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
H e lp W a n te d
Bartender Trainees
Needed
Earn $100-200/ shift.
Int’l Bartender in town 1 week
only. Day/eve classes,
limited seating. Call today

H e lp W a n te d
CMRG is actively looking tor
research candidates who have
sprained an ankle. Please call
(805) 549-7570 within 20 hours of
injury tor more inform ation about
this research study. You will be
reimbursed tor your time and effort.

Make Money
taking O nline Surveys
Earn $10-3125 tor Surveys
Earn $25-3250 tor Focus Groups
Visit
ww w.cash4students.com /cpsu

800-859-4109 www.bartendusa.la

Growing Co. in Goleta looking for
Technical Account Manager.
If you like technology & want a
career in sales, this is the job for
you! Training available for
motivated grads! Benefits, 4 01K,
stock opts., profit share.
Email: careers@ govplace.com

Coastal Medical
Research Group, Inc. is actively
looking for volunteers to
participate in a clinical research
study involving an investigational
m edication for the treatm ent of
asthma. Must be 18 years or older,
been diagnosed with asthma, in
good health, non-sm oker / ex
sm oker (more than one year
tobacco tree). Please call 805549-7570 tor more information.

Papa Joe’s Coffee and Espresso
Help w a nte d-E xperie nce not
required but preferred
773-1458 Jessica

F o r R en t
60 Casa St. Townhouses
Now taking applications
tor Sept. 10. Non-smoker, quiet,
no pets, 543-7555 ask tor Bea

Local & Statewide Productions
No Exp. Req’d, All looks,
Ages 18-IMinor & M ajor Roles Avail.

Earn up to
$300/clay
1-800-818-7520

Room s For Rent
5 Bedroom. 1 Bath, n/p
big backyard
Great house, good location,
close to school. $475 + utilities.
Call or email tor more info.
709-8233 (Matt),
brooklyn_1044 @hotmail.com

New Store Opening!
Enthusiastic friendly sandwich
artist needed for all shifts.
Apply at 3240 Broad or call
478-6420

Room tor rent!
395 Highland Dr. only a mile to
campus. Pool table. Hot tub in
works. Med. sized backyard.
Laundry facilities, own room.
$500 + utilities. Call Steve
805-459-1462 or
Lee 831-262-2697

A n n o u n ce m e n ts

Wanted: Spring/Summer
Interns

Tibetan Buddhist
Meditation and Dharma
Teachings

Must be rebels, innovators,
dissenters, seeking leadership
outside the box.
Average pay: $13,300
888-450-9675
twestbrookOI @collegeworks.com
I

with Lama Khedrub and
students. O ngoing on Wed.
evenings, 7-9 pm
See www.bodhipath-west.org
or call 528-1388, 528-2495
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Exchange

Books:
Math 244
Mate 210
Chem 124-125/127-129
ME 211
Call Steve 459-1462

Movie Extras/
Models Needed

Part and full time positions avail.
Camp Wayne tor Girls
Children’s sleep-away camp.
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/188/15/04) It you love children and
want a caring, tun environm ent we
need female staff as Directors and
Instructors tor: Tennis, Golf,
Gymnastics, Swimming,
W aterskiing, Sailing, Team Sports,
Cheerleading, Ropes,
Camping/Nature, Drama, Video,
Ceramics, Batik, Silkscreen, Guitar,
Jewelry, Piano, Photography.
Aerobics, M artial Arts.
Other positions: Group Leaders,
Administrative/Driver, Nurses
(RN’s). On cam pus interviews
February 14th. Apply online at
www.cam pwaynegirls.com or call
1-800-279-3019

IB o o k

H e lp W a n te d

SLO m aster bedroom w/bath
Quiet, quick access to 101,
No pets, call 544-4239

F o r S a le
Business Cards at affordable
prices printed by TAGA.
Email jsm ith03@ calpoly.edu tor
prices and into.

Lo st an<d F o u n d
Please read!!!
Lost Nikon 3100 Digital
Camera
Last had at Delta Sigma
Phi
Jan 9, 2004 Friday night.
Please help and call
805-756-8403 or 805-4154490
Thank you so much. My
camera means a lot to me!!

C o m m e n ts
Pet ferrets should be legal.

I could eat Blondie’s Pizza every
meal every day of my life.
Dave Matthews should be
president. And Poly’s W om en’s
Lacrosse should be recognized tor
being the shiznizzle!

“That’s what I said! Booty traps!"

Journalism professor's conspira
cy theory: “Lysol discourages men
from picking up the toilet seat so
they have a product to sell.”
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National,
Round up
— a former Enron Corp. accountant described as "a
principal architect" of a scheme to mislead government regula
tors and investors turned himself in Thursday and pleaded innocent
to federal fraud charges related to the energy giant's 2001 collapse.
Speaking; in a soft voice, Richard Causey, 44, entered his plea before
U.S. Majiistrate Judj>e Frances Stacy. He was released on $1 million bond,
secured by $500,000 in cash provided by a brother-in-law.
Cau.sey, who surrendered to the FBI before daybreak Thursday and was
taken to court in handcuffs, was described in a six-count indictment
unsealed Thursday as “a principal architect and operator of the scheme to
manipulate Enroit’s reported earning’s.” He was charged with securities
frautl and conspiracy to commit securities fraud.
ouston

H

• • •

WASHINGTON — Interior Secretary Gale Norton signed off on a
plan Thursday to open 8.8 million acres of Alaska's North Slope to oil
and gas development, some in areas important for migratory birds,
whales and wild Iife.
^
yTlu’ Interior Departmenr’s Bureau of Land Management will use the
plan to manage a northwest portion of the gpveritinent)» 2^.5 milUqpiacre
National PetroleiHn Reserv’e-Alaska. OeoKigtsrs believe that reserve may
contain 6 billion to 14 hfllion barrels twl.
It is located just west of the 1.5 millitm-acre Argric Na^tional Wildlife
Refuge, which Presideut Busli want^p (y>en to drilling as part of i^ftassive
energy hill stalled in the Seniite.
Environmentalists said the rnatuigement plan threatens the health of
Arctic tundra, ponds and lakes that are home to wildlife and migratory
hinls and provide a vital subsistence hunting ahd fishing ground for
native Alaskans.
V)
PASADENA, Calif. — NASA's Spirit rover stopped transmitting data
from the surface of Mars for more than 24 hours, mission members
said Thursday, calling it an “extremely serious anomaly.”
NASA received its last significant data from Spirit early Wednesday, its
19th day on Mars. Since then, it has sent either random, meaningless radio
noise or simple beeps acknowledging it has received commands from
Earth, said Firouz Naderi, manager of rhe Mars exploration program at
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Initially, the scienti.sts said they believed weather problems on Earth
caused the glitch. Tltey now believe the rover was experiencing hardware
or software problems.
•

• •

SAN DIEGO — The world's first clone of an endangered species is
getting ready for his public debut at the San Diego Zoo.
jahava, an 8-month-old male banteng, was expected to K‘ moved Tltursday
from the San Diego Wild Animal Park in north San Diego to the zixc
jahava was cloned from skin cells collected from a male banteng bom
at the ziHi in 1974 that never reproduced. A banteng is a form of wild cat
tle from Southeast Asia.
— Associated Press

LISTEN TO
THE GAME

Mustang Daily
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—
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researchers at the McKnight
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Philippines — A Philippine tribunal on Thursday
ordered the immediate transfer to the government of $683 mil
lion in illegally accumulated funds from Swiss bank accounts of for
mer dictator Ferdinand Marcos.
The Sandiganbayan court ruling enforces last week’s Supreme Court
decision ordering the tran.sfer of the money from an escrow account to the
nation’s treasury.
The Philippines National Bank has until early next week to make the
transfer. Sheriff Ed Urieta told The Associated Press.
The Supreme Court ruled in November that Marcos illegally accumu
lated the money — originally totaling $356 million when discovered in
1986 — during his 20-year rule. The amount grew with interest.

M
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JERUSALEM -r- Ariel Sharon said Thursday will not resign as prime
minister, despite corruption allegations and the looming possibility
he could be indicted in the coming weeks.
A real estate developer was indicted Wednesday on charges of bribing
Sharon with $690,000, and justice Ministry officials said they would decide
within weeks or months whether to indict the prime minister tor accepting
bribes. Such charges would only be filed if prosecutors are umvinced
Sharon had criminal intent.
“1 am not about to resign. 1emphasize, I am not about to resign. I am busy
with work from morning to night, and 1do not intend to make time for issues
that are under investigation,” Sharon told the Yediot Ahronot newspaper.
•

•

•

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands — A recently discovered letter by
Vincent van Gogh on display for the first time speaks of a tiny grave
and his father's grief over the loss of his first child — a boy also
named Vincent who was stillborn.
The letter, the first authenticated one by Van Gogh to surface since
1990, is the only known reference hy the artist to the family tragedy, said
Leo Jansen, a researcher at the Van Gogh Museum, which added the letter
to its exhibition on Thursday.
He and other experts say its passionless tone contradicts theories by st>me
biographers that Van Gogh may have suffered from alienation as a “replace
ment child.”
•

•

•

BAGHDAD, Iraq — A barrage of mortar fire struck a U.S. military
encampment in central Iraq, killing two American soldiers and criti
cally wounding a third, the military said Thursday.
Gunmen ambushed a vehicle carrying Iraqi wtimen who worked in the
laundry at a U.S. military base, killing four of them, and the security chief
of Spanish troops was wounded during a raid south of the capital.
Also Thursilay, gunmen firing from a van killed two Iraqi policemen and
wounded three others in an attack on a checkpoint between Fallujah and
Ramadi, and the 23-year-old son of a former senior official from Saddam
Hussein’s Baath party was slain by an unidentified attacker in the southern
city of Basra, police said.
— Associated Press

ain esville

Brain Institute are investigating
the use of adult stem cells as
regenerative tools to fix brain
injuries and diseases. The
National Institutes of Health are
promoting this research with a $1.3
million grant.
“We’re studying how [stem cells]
might lxu;aJkd-J.i4,,^ io n ,’’ said
Dennis Steindler. a re^SBiier in the
stem celilatilugju2a< ^
The grant will help l^^rchers in
the UPTroTTegc oflt!®dteuie stem
cell bipT?T|[!^»''n'hd''ff?gdreftgK'e medi
cine ^mj^am fiirtheTT3J]^)rc using
adult
wHiSll''.'|ien could
find theki way iiiii
and fix
that piMh, Stwintller
• • •

SOUTH BENIX I m t i ^ v e r 30
years ago, the SuprapMf Court

matter is far from seflled.
About 200 students attended the
31st annual March for Life in
Washington
Thursday.
janel
Daufenbach, president of Notre
Dame Right to Life, said the march
offers a valuable opportunity to
express the anti-abortion message.
“We’re going to protest the 31st
anniversary of Roe v. Wade,”
Daufenbach said, referring to the
1973 Supreme Court decision that
legalized aKirtion on demand. “It’s
very powerful to see so many people
protesting this horrible law.”
The students joined about
200,000
other
anti-abortion
activists in a march from the
Washington Monument to the
Supreme C'ourt.
— University Wire

From th e d ire c to r o f LEG ALLY B LO N D E

KateBoswortli

ToplierGrace

JosliDuhamel

In e v ery love story.
th e re 's only room
fo r one leadin g m an.
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women's basketball and
men's baseball games.
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Coming soon to theatres everywhere
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Mustangs picked fifth in preseason poll BASEBALL

are confident about overcoming
previous setbacks.
“Conference will be tough as
always, but this is the best team

continued from page 12

•Cal State Fullerton
chosen to win title;
defending champ
4 9 ers selected second
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

Five of the eif»lit Rig West base
ball bead cixiches selected Cal
State Fullerton to win the confer
ence title for the upcoming 2004
season. The Titans edged Long
Reach State, which won the con
ference championship last season
with a 16-5 record, hy four points.
Cal State Fullerton is ranked
fourth hy Rasehall America and
eighth hy Collegiate Rasehall in
the 2004 national preseason rank
ings. The Titans return third-team
All-American senior right-handed
pitcher Jason Windsor and sopho
mores outfielder Danny Dorn and
infielder Justin Turner.
Dorn and Turner were each
selected to the Freshman AllAmerica First Team hy Baseball

BASKETBALL
continued from page 12
key to the team’s improvement from
its 10-17 record last year.
Freshman Sparkle Anderson is
starting at point guard for the
Mustangs and is one of the leaders in
points in the conference, averaging
11 points per game.
After several players transferred
from Cal Poly after being .suspended
at the end of last year’s Big West
Conference, Mimnaugh still had
high optimism for this year’s team.
“We signed most of the players
before the controversy last year and I
knew we’d have a strong team,” .she

America. Fullerton is coming off a
2003 season that saw them win 50
games and reach the Ci>llege
World Series tor the 12th time in
program history.
Long Reach State, which is
ranked ninth hy Rasehall America
and 12th hy Collegiate Baseball in
the preseason rankings, returns
2003 consensus first-team AllAmerican junior righty Jered
Weaver. The 49ers also return
first-team All-Big West member
junior catcher Brad Davis along
with second-team selections,
junior right-hander Neil Jamison
and sophomore shortstop Troy
Tulowitzki.
The 49ers will be looking to
defend its 2003 conference title
and make a return trip to the
NCAA Super Regionals. Last sea
son, Long Beach State hosted an
NCAA Regional for the first time
in team history.
UC Riverside, which was a nearunanimous third-place selection in
the preseason pLill, returns three
All-Big West selections from last
said. “1 knew they were young, but
they were also very athletic.”
Mimnaugh said this is the most
athletic team she’s coached while at
Cal Poly.
Yet not everyone sees a whole lot
of change in Cal Poly’s team.
“With Faith’s teams, they will
always play hard no matter who they
have on the team,” said UC Irvine
head coach Mark Adams. “They
may not be as skilled in some areas,
such as where they’ve lost some
height, but they’ve made up for it in
other areas. They are a little faster
and a little more athletic. They also
have a pretty good inside and out
side game and they have always
defended well.”

Cal player remembered
By Michelle Locke
ASSOCIATED PRESS SPORTS WRITER

The Cal gym was where Alisa
Lewis’ basketball dreams came true.
And it was where family, friends
and teammates gathered Thursday
to say goodbye to Lewis, dead at 20
from bacterial meningitis.
“We are here in Haas Pavilion
today because this is what Alisa
lived and this is where Alisa want
ed to be,” said Caren Horstmeyer,
head coach of California’s women’s
basketball team. “Can’t you just see
her watching over us?”
Lewis, a re.serve in her junior
year, died after being taken to tbe
emergency room early Monday
with a severe headache, rash and
tlu-like symptoms.
Test results later confirmed the
cause was bacterial meningitis, an
infection of the covering of the
brain and spinal cord. Teammates
and others who might have been in
close contact with Lewis were
given antibiotics as a precaution,
but health officials said they
believed the risk of infection was
extremely h'w.
Meningococcal meningitis, the
form of bacterial meningitis sus
pected in Lewis’ death, is rare, with
between 2,000 and 5,000 cases
reported annually in the United
States.
On Thursday, speakers at the
campus memorial service remem

bered Lewis, who attended high
school in Fairfield, Calif, and
Spokane, Wash., as someone who
worked hard and dreamed big.
“Even though her life was cut
short, she lived it to the fullest,”
said Horstmeyer. “Many people
don’t touch as many people as she
touched in her short time.”
Teammates, many wearing pink,
Lewis’ favorite color, recalled her
as someone who loved to sing loud
ly, if not well, practiced hard
whether or not she was likely to
play in a game and an unforgettable
smile.”
Gabriel Hughes, a friend and
member of the men’s basketball
team, remembered Lewis as always
supportive, but not shy of chaffing
him if he missed class.
“She touched my life more than
1 thought,” he said. “She made me
step back and look at all the things
around me and kind of reevaluate
my life.”
The Golden Bears considered
not playing their next scheduled
game, against Southern California
on Friday in Los Angeles, but
decided to go ahead after getting
reassurances from Lewis’ parents.
Her parents, who attended the
service Thursday, did not speak but
relayed
a message
through
Horstmeyer. “Her legacy is basket
ball, and she got the chance to live
it,” they said.

season. Leading the way for the
Highlanders will he the starting
right-handed pitching duo of
senior Jaymes Torres and secondteam all-conference selection
junior A.J. Shappi.
Riverside also returns first-team
All-Big West members seniors
third baseman Tony Festa and first
baseman Kevin Mangels. The
Highlanders will be looking to
repeat last season's success that
saw them win 41 games and
become the first athletics program
at UCR to reach the Division I
postseason.
UC Irvine finished fourth with
38 votes while Cal Poly followed
with 30. The Anteaters will be led
by a solid pitching staff that
includes juniors right-hander Brett
Smith and lefty Glenn Swanson.
The Mustangs will be led by
seniors outfielder Sam Herbert and
second baseman Adam Leavitt.
Leavitt was a first-team all-confer
ence selection while Herbert
earned second-team honors.

athletic, allowing for greater ver
satility, Lee said.
The number of new athletes is
creating internal competition,
which they did not have last year,
Lee said. The players are con
stantly competing against each
other for playing time.
This season will he a big test for
the group, hut the players are
excited about the challenge.
“We’re an untested team, hut
overall we’ve got a lot of poten
tial,” LeDuc said.
The team will play 62 games,
including 26 at home.
“This seasons schedule should
be a little easier than last year’s,”
Moser said. “Being on the road
will make it more favorable for us
to win.”
Becoming a playoff team is
their No. 1 goal, Lee said. They
hope to become a perennial play
off team but have some barriers to
breakdown because of past histo
ryBut Lee said he and the team
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Sophomore Garrett Olson w ill
be part of a young pitching
staff for the Mustangs.
Cal Poly’s ever had,” Moser said.
“It’s how fast we hit the ground
running that will determine our
success.”

Angels say 'hola' to new players
• New Angels owner is
changing the face of
his team while build
ing a winner
By Ken Peters
AP SPORTS WRITER

When Vladimir Guerrero begin
fumbling for the English words,
Angels owner Arte Moreno
grinned and stepped in to trans
late.
Bartolo Colon was weighing
which club to join when he got a
phone call from Mt>reno, who list
ed the benefits — in C olon’s
native tongue — of coming to
Anaheim.
Spanish is proving a plus for
Moreno, a fourth-generation
American who is the major
league’s first controlling team
owner of Hispanic background.
Moreno and the Angels landed
Guerrero, the best free agent h it
ter available this winter; Colon,
considered to be the best pitcher;
plus pitcher Kelvim Escobar and
outfielder Jose Guillen.
Guerrero, Colon and Guillen
are frtim Tbe Dominican Republic
and Escobar from Venezuela. All
are Spanish-speaking.
A gregarious sort with a keen
sense of humor, Moreno interpret
ed for Guerrero at the news con
ference announcing the outfield
er’s signing.
“He said, ‘“I am very happy to
be here,”’ Moreno said, adding
with a chuckle, “And I’m very
happy to be here, too.”
When Colon signed, he said
Moreno impressed him during
their telephone chat and was a
factor in his decision to take the
Angels’ offer.
The
influx
of big-name
Hispanic players would seem ben
eficial tor the Angels at the gate,
since Southern California has
such a large Hispanic population.
Guerrero said that was a factor
in his decision to come to
Anaheim.
“My mother will live here, and
she doesn’t speak English and

there is a lot of Spanish spoken.
She lived in the area when my
brother (Wilton Guerrero) played
for the Dodgers and she feels very
comfortable here,” Guerrero said.
When Guerrero signed his fiveyear, $70 million contract last
week, Jose Hernandez was leaving
the stadium ticket window clutch
ing several envelopes of tickets.
“The owner has proved he
wants to have a good team,” said
Hernandez, an Angels fan for
more than 20 years. “I think a lot
of Mexican-Americans will come
out, maybe even some people will
drive up from Tijuana for games.”
Moreno, 57,
"Obviously, bought
the
{jfjina
team from The
».
Walt
Disney
M exican ^ 0 . las. May.
American,
He then spent
rd like to .
during the
I
^.
summer in the
reach out to
,
cheap
seats
the Mexican^ talking baseball
American
with fans.
“O bviously,
community,
being Mexicanhut abo to
American, I’d
everybody." like to reach
out
to
the
Moreno
MexicanA m erican com-

Angels owner

munity, but also
to everybody,”
he said. “It’s very important to me
that we take good care of the fans
we have, the customers. We want
coming to the Angels to be a fun
experience for everybody.”
So far, so good.
The Angels, who won their first
World Series in 2002, fell to 77-85
last year but still tt>pped 5 million
in attendance for the first time.
Season ticket sales were up for this
year even before the club added
the free agents.
“He enjoys it and he makes it
fun for everybody, the players, the
fans, the staff, everybody. And
Arte also is a really bright business
guy,” said general manager Bill
Stoneman, who obviously has had
fun in the free agent market in his
first offseason under the new
owner.
Closer Troy Percival said

Moreno has made a positive
impression on the players.
“His whole attitude from the
day he walked in was, he’s one of
us,” Percival said. “He came in and
introduced himself and told me to
call him Arte and not Mr.
Moreno. He’s made this a family
organization. It was that way when
the Autrys were here, then we lost
it a little bit (with l^isney) and
now' he’s bringing that back.
“I’ve obviously seen that he
caters to the fans, and I think
that’s what the fans out here need
ed — somebody who really cares
what their opinion is and how
comfortable they are in the stands.
He wants them to expect us to
win, and I think th at’s what is
going to make us the powerhouse
on the West Coast that 1 always
wanted to be a part of.”
Moreno, who seemed shiK'ked
at beer going for $8.50 a cup when
he bought the Angels and immedi
ately cut the price to $6.75, said
he had to allay one fan’s concern
about the $146 millii>n tab for the
four free agents.
“A fan stopped me and asked
me if this means we’re going to
raise the beer prices,” Moreno
said. “1 said, 'N o. We have to keep
our priorities in order.’”
One of 1 1 children, Moreno
worked in his family’s print shop
in Tucson, Ariz., as a youth and
went on ti> make a fortune in bill
board advertising.
His first experience in team
ownership came when he and sev
eral of his softball teammates
decided to buy the Triple-.A team
in Salt Lake in 1986, which they
still t>wn. He later held a minority
interest
in
the
Arizona
Diamondbacks, which he gave up.
He purchased the Angels, he
said, because he thought it was a
good deal and he considers the
team a solid hmg-term invest
ment. He paid $185.5 million to
Disney.
Moreno is clearly enjoying own
ing the Angels.
“This is sort of like living the
.American dream,” he said. “Y(Tu
get Ui come to the ballpark and get
a free beer.”
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OPENING DAY

Fresh faces for Poly baseball
•Team opens season
today at home against
University of San
Diego Toreros
By Lade Grimshaw
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

The Cal Poly hasehall team will
open its season with a three yame
weekend series startinji on Jan. 2 3
at 6 p.m. at Baggett Stadium.
They will face the University of
San Diego, one of six NCAA play
off participants on the schedule.
After last year’s fourth-place
finish in the Big West Conference,
head coach Larry Lee said he
hopes incoming players can Bring
some life to the team, which was
selected to finish fifth in the con
ference hy the Big West preseason
coaches’ poll.
The team has 20 new players in
the program this season, he said.
There is a good combination
between the new athletes and the
returning hall players.
“Everyone is on the same page,’’
Lee said.
The new players are highly
motivated and physically more tal
ented then last year’s group, Lee
said.

Pitcher Dennis LeDuc said this
year’s team has a much better work
ethic.
The current coaching staff had
only recruited two of last year’s
players. Lee said. That made it
hard to create the kind team they
wanted.
“Any new coach wants to
recruit players to fit his philoso
phy,” Lee said. “Adding so many
-------------------- new players is
definitely a step
"A ny new
in
the
right
coach wajits
direction.”
to recruit
Having a fresh
team can he a
players to fit
benefit, as long
his philoso'
as coaches can
phy. Adding
bring in the right
so many new type of players,
A
pbyers is def Lee said.
young team pro
initely a step
vides
coaches
in the right
with
more
options, and the
direction.”
team can become
Larry
stronger in all
Lee
aspects of their
Head coach
game.
“The sooner
the younger guys step up, the soon
er we’ll have a better team,” pitch
er Nolan Moser said.
Positionw'ise, the team is more
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see BASEBALL, page 11

Senior Cory Tallion and the Mustangs will play 26 games at home.
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Hard loss, harder foul
By John M. Pierson
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

home
By Thomas Atkins
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Nine new faces have given the
women’s basketball team the Kxist
they needed, at least in Mott Gym.
The team is undefeated at home,
winning all six of their games.
However, the road has been a stark
contest. The Mustangs are 0-8 out
side of San Luis Obispo.
They find themselves back in the
friendly confines
of Mott Gym this
"W e’ve had
week as they face
several close
Pacific and Cal
games, and
State Northridge.
we know we
The road will
eventually have
can pull
to be conquered,
through. We
though, as Big
just need to
West Conference
play continues.
keep our
“A
lot
of
turnovers to a
things happen on
m inim um .”
the road,” head
Faith
coach
Faith
Mimnaugh said.
Mimnaugh
“Yet it’s not all
Head coach
_____________ dismal.
We’ve
had several close games, anil we
know we can pull through. We just
need to keep our turnovers to a min
imum.”
A rejuvenated lineup has proven
see BASKETBALL, page 11

Fans at last Saturday’s basketball
game against UC Santa Barbara
probably still remember the
moment: 6-foot, 8-inch, 225pound freshman forward John
Manley went up for a breakaway
dunk against the Gauchos while a
hand reached from behind, grab
bing Manley’s shoulder, while
another grabbed his jersey. Then he
was on the flixTr.

The foul was the culmination of
passionate anger that had been
building up throughout the week.
Tuesday, senior Varnie Dennis
made comments about UCSB’s
Branduinn Fullove, the player who
brought Manley to the flixir. Iannis
was reprimanded by the Big West
Conference and asked to publicly
aptilogize flit his comments against
another player. After Saturday’s
game, when Fullove committed the
foul, he made unsportsmanlike
comments of his own akiut Manley.
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John Manley lies on the floor after being fouled against UCSB.

Almost a week later, the Big West
Conference still hasn’t reacted to
the incident.
“We’re aware of the play,” said
senior assiKiate commissioner Rob
Halvaks. “We’re waiting to receive
the tape.”
The conference received the
tape Wednesday, but no one was
available for comment Thursday.
When asked about Fullove’s
comments Halvaks said the confer
ence was lixiking at the situation as
a whole, and the tape was key to
setting up the picture.
UCSB officials have decided to
take no action against Fullove.
“We feel the actions taken by the
officials in the game was enough,”
assistant athletic director for media
relations Bill Mahoney said.
Manley feels differently.
“1 think it was a wrong call by the
officials,” Manley said. “If no action
is taken (by Big West), it’s not the
end of the world.”
Manley did point out that con
ference officials have an opportuni
ty to take a preventative measure.
“There’s a difference between a
hard foul and having intent to
injure,” he said. “When there’s
intent to injure, you’ve got to do
something abiuit it so it doesn’t
happen in the future.”
As far as next month’s game
against UCSB gixis, Manley admit
ted that there would be some hard
feelings going in to the game, but
said he hopes no one acts on it.
“Hopefully people will show
some class and not lash out,” he
said, “Hopefully something like that
diH'sn’t happen again.”

Baseball
sat., jan. 24,1 pm .

Tease me...

Monday
C h e c k M o n d a y 's
M u s ta n g D aily fo r re su lts
o f th is w e e k e n d 's b a s 
ketball, baseb all an d
w re s tlin g actio n .

Tríula
loilay\ (|uc»ttori

When did the Carolina Panthers
last make the Super Bowl?

Send answ ers to: spmartin@calpotY.edu

l.atCQue»ticin
When did the Carolina ftmthersi
last make the Super Bowl?
Never
Congratulations to all o f you who got this really
easy questioni

Sports editor Sean Martin can be
reached at 756-1796 or mustangdailysports^yahoo.com

